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Beware that the burgundy is really a deep hot pink. For the price, don't expect high quality....it is

average. I am returning it for a different color because it will protect my child's Bible for the time

being.Added to review: It is January 11 and we've had this cover for 2 months. The stitching holding

the handle on is destroyed because of the design of the zipper. The zipper is stopped by this part of

the stitching which is ridiculous design. Immediately after the handle broke, the zipper handle fell off.

Junk...do not order.

Product was disappointing.The price tag was on bible cover and it was $3 less than what I paid from

this seller on . I paid $12.95 and price tag showed $9.99. It wasn't even worth $9.99.

It's hard to keep clean. There is a place for a pen and three different colors of highlighters. I have

used 4 different bibles in it and the hardcover works best, or the that is 10" x 7 1/4" X 3" (that is the

biggest bible it will handle.)

Mixed review. Maximum stars because this bible cover perfectly fits my extra thick, large print,

MacArthur Study Bible, with extended chapter Tabs. Perfectly. It also is the perfect purple/violet. I

love it. The bad news; it reeks of moth balls. The smell is disgusting. I should send it back, but I'm

going to give my effort at deodorizing it. Perfect color, perfect fit, putrid odor.

This cove is bright and pretty. I like the pockets (2 inside and 1 outside). It also has little slots for 4

pens inside. My Bible, pens, colored pencils, gel highlighters all fit in here with room to spare. I can

zip it up and cart it anywhere,

The color is not burgundy, it's rust. That being said, the cover will do all I expected, which is to

protect my new Bible from the elements. My Bible is more square, so I had to get one wide enough.

My Bible is a large print, NRSV XL Catholic Edition (navy). But, fits Biblethe best I can find. And, the

price is right!

Be careful of fit. Like so many inexpensive Bible covers they are slightly smaller than there size

(which is usually measured on the OUTSIDE) description indicates, especially when it comes to the

WIDTH of the Bible.



I finally got my bible into the case, the problem is that the corners are a sharp curve with out

allowing extra measurement for a square corner Bible to fit into it well! Also wasn't happy to read on

the tag a retail price is $9.99 , I paid $12.24 with my prime, hence, I guess I actually paid shipping

???
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